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The first two papers propose efficient and secure routing algorithms for wireless sensor networks. In the first paper ''A Dynamic-Clustering Reactive Routing Algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks,'' Bin Guo and Zhe Li define a node model based on the structure and transmission principle of neuron and propose a dynamic clustering reactive routing algorithm for large-scale wireless sensor networks. Two accumulation schemes are also designed to further improve the efficiency of data collection. In the paper ''Proactive mitigation of impact of wormholes and sinkholes on routing security in energy-efficient wireless sensor networks'', Huzaifa Al Nahas, et al., propose a novel routing approach, Secure-Path Routing (SPR), to mitigate the impact of undetected compromised nodes on routing by increasing traffic flow over legitimate routes. Two SPR algorithms are developed to balance risk with energy consumption, using different attack models. SPR can be used for sensitive message delivery to extend the lifetime of low-risk nodes.
Next generation WLAN is expected to enable various broadband multimedia services. In the third paper ''Supporting Voice and Video Applications over IEEE 802.11n WLANs'', Lin X. Cai, et al., develop an analytical model for the performance study of an IEEE 802.11n WLAN, considering the enhanced MAC mechanisms, i.e., frame aggregation and bidirectional transmission. The enhancements can effectively improve the network capacity by not only reducing the protocol overheads, but also smoothing the AP-bottleneck effect in an infrastructurebased WLAN.
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